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STEVEN PORTNOY: I’m trying to get specific. How many more votes does the President think
he needs in the Senate to codify Roe? Is it 51? 52? 

KARINE JEAN-PIERRE: I’m not going to get ahead of this election or talk about the election,
so I’m going to — this was a political speech and will not weigh into any specific numbers.

PORTNOY: You did say if there are enough votes in Congress, the President would send as his
first bill in the 118th Congress, a bill to codify Roe. You can’t say how many is enough?

JEAN-PIERRE: No, I can’t.

PORTNOY: If — if the country sends to Congress a House and Senate that are not interested in
codifying Roe or busting the filibuster to do so, what is the President’s top legislative priority in
that case?

JEAN-PIERRE: If it’s — say that one more time. If it’s —

PORTNOY: Let’s say the House and Senate do not fall into Republican — Democrat hands.
Let’s — let’s say that Republicans take the House, what would be the first bill the President
sends to Congress?

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, that’s a lot of hypotheticals. Let’s — let’s — first — let’s first get —

PORTNOY: Well, isn’t this all hypotheticals?

JEAN-PIERRE: — let me get — I know we’re all talking about hypotheticals, but I’ve also said
I’m going to be very careful about what I say from here, so I’ve also led with that as well. But
that is like a — that is a different type of hypothetical that I’m just not going to — to preview
from here at this time. 

PORTNOY: So — so, is it fair to say that abortion rights currently is the President’s top
legislative priority for the new Congress?

JEAN-PIERRE: What he — what the President has said is he’s showing his commitment how
important Roe is to him, how important reproductive rights is because a majority of Americans
believe that this right needs to stand and that, they, they believe that the 50 years — nearly 50
years of rights that they had — constitutional rights that they had and that was taken away, you
know, is not is going backwards, not forwards. And so, he is going to continue to talk about
issues that are pact — impacting the American people. And this is one of them — by saying by
laying out what he is going to do next year with the 50th — 50th anniversary, laying out that he’s



going to his first piece of legislation will be on codifying Roe. It’s just showing his commitment
to where a majority of Americans are.

(....)

2:25:51 p.m.
2 minutes and 15 seconds

JENNIFER JACOBS: One more on that SPR release. Some White House officials have been
talking for the last few days about the fact that it’s a possibility. Can you explain why, with gas
prices — you mentioned earlier that gas prices are going down again, why would the U.S. need
another SPR release from that 180 million barrels that you already announced? Why would you
need that now if prices are already dropping?

JEAN-PIERRE: So, again, I’m not going to get ahead of the President. As you know, there’s
going to be an announcement tomorrow on the President’s policy — next move — his next move
forward on what he’s going to do to help the American people, give them — continue to give
them a little bit of a breathing room. But President Biden has said for months how he is
committed to doing everything that he can in his power to address Putin’s price hike. He has said
this in almost every speech that you’ve heard him talk about — when it comes to gas prices and
what the American people are seeing and feeling at the pump and he’s been delivering on that.
So, you know, as you know, gas prices have indeed come down. I just listed some of the states
where we had seen an increase and now we’re seeing a decline this past week. They came down
at the fastest pace in over a decade this summer and have continued to fall in recent days and —
but at the same time, Putin’s war continues. His war on Ukraine — his unprovoked war — brutal
war in Ukraine continues and so, it puts pressure on our global energy supplies because of this
war. And so, he’s going to continue to take action — the President — President Biden’s going to
continue to take action to make sure that he lowers costs.

JACOBS: Do you have any response to those who would say — who are criticizing the White
House saying it seems like a ploy ahead of the midterms? 

JEAN-PIERRE: Look. the President — I would say this to folks: Should the President not do
everything that he can to lower prices? Should he not continue to keep his promise to give
American people a little bit of breathing room? You know, that’s the promise that he’s made.
Should he not do that? And so, that’s what you’re seeing right now. This is something that he has
done throughout the summer. This is something that he has done to address Putin’s price hike
and this is something that he has done to meet the global challenges that are in front of us.

(....)

2:30:54 p.m.
4 minutes and 18 seconds

PETER DOOCY: Following up on something Steve was asking, what is President Biden’s top



domestic priority now? Is it inflation or is it abortion?

JEAN-PIERRE: The President’s going to continue to talk about issues that matter to the
American people and abortion is one of them. A majority of the American people disagree with
the decision that — that the Supreme Court made the Dobbs decision. That is a majority of the
people — disagreed with that. When it comes to the economy, the President has made it very,
very clear. When it comes to inflation, it is the — his number one economic priority and he is
doing everything that he can to make sure that we lower prices for the American people.

DOOCY: And you said it’s his number one economic priority. We’ve heard the President say
inflation is his top domestic priority, but now he’s saying, come next year, his first bill would be
abortion-related. So, is his number one domestic priority abortion or is it inflation?"

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, let’s forget what the President has done the last 19 months. He has made
the economy his top priority. He has passed the American Rescue Plan — by the way, as you
heard me, say all the time, no Republicans voted for that in Congress — and it was a plan that
helped us get back on our feet with the economy that helped us gain or create 10 million jobs that
we had lost. It also put money in people’s pockets. It also make [sic] sure that businesses were —
were — were able to open up schools, were able to open up. People were able to go back into
their homes — save their homes. And so, that was the American Rescue plan. There’s the
bipartisan infrastructure legislation, which was, again, to invest in ports. Invest in the
infrastructure that was dwindling. And so, that is something that he did. The Inflation —
Inflation Reduction Act that is lowering cost for the American people. He is working on the
economy every day. I just announced yesterday — or we just announced yesterday hearing aides.
30 million people are going to benefit from hearing aides saving thousands of dollars a year. So,
that’s working on the economy every day. 

DOOCY: So you said he’s been working on the economy every day for 19 months. Now,
Bloomberg economists are forecasting a 100 percent chance of a recession. So, how is it that we
can be barreling towards a recession and the economy is, as the President says, strong as hell?

JEAN-PIERRE: So here’s the thing about the economy and I’ve said this many times. You’ve
heard this from Secretary Yellen. You’ve heard this from Brian Deese, who runs our Economic
Council, is that what we are seeing right now is the job market is strong. The labor force is strong
and that is not what we see usually before — before a recession. And so, the — and a lot of that
is because of the work that this President has done. We — we are seeing in any economy that is
resilient. We are seeing an economy that is going through — to — into a transition with more
stable growth, more steady growth and that is because of the work that this President has done.
That is because of the economic policy that he has put forward, and let me remind you — the
economic policy that he’s put forward is about building the economy from the bottom to the —
to the — from the bottom to the top and the middle out And that is so important because it means
that we leave no one behind. It means that there is equity at everything that he puts forward. And
so again, you’re going to hear from the President about gas prices. That’s, again, trying to make
sure that we continue to keep prices low for the American people. 



DOOCY: And last one. Just if President Biden keeps going to the petroleum reserves when there
are energy problems, is he giving up on his campaign pledge to end fossil fuel?

JEAN-PIERRE: So, I want to be very clear on that piece. You know, There is no shortage of
opportunities or incentive for oil companies to ramp up production. We’ve made that clear. Oil
companies are ranking in record profits as we have seen. They have showed it themselves, We’ve
seen it ourselves while more than 9,000 approved drilling permits remain untapped by the oil
industry. At the same time, U.S. oil production is up and on track to reach a record high this year.
Again, a record high. In fact, the United States has produced more oil and President Biden’s first
year than under the Trump administration’s first year.

(....)

2:46:35 p.m.
4 minutes and 9 seconds

PHILIP WEGMANN: The President promised to send a bill to Congress to codify Roe earlier
today. I’ve got two basic questions about that. Number one, would that bill simply codify Roe or
would it go further and overturn individual state abortion restrictions? And then number two, are
there any restrictions at all that the President would support?

JEAN-PIERRE: What the President is going to do and wants to do in doing is codifying Roe. He
believes that is — what it was the — the law of the land — the constitutional right for almost 50
years. And it’s a — he believes, in its specific provisions, was rightly decided. He has said this
regularly, including right after Dobbs and that has not changed.

WEGMANN: Right, but that’s — that didn't answer either question. There’s — first of all, there
are individual state restrictions on abortion in the — on the books currently around the country.
Some of those existed before the Dobbs case, before the overturning of Roe. Would the
President, with this bill, codify Roe, does he want that bill to go farther and over —

JEAN-PIERRE: I just — just answered that question. He believes —

WEGMANN: — and overturn state restrictions?

JEAN-PIERRE: — he — I just answered that question. He believes in Roe and how it stood
before the Dobbs decision.

WEGMANN: Okay, and then on the individual restrict — are there any restrictions whatsoever
that the President would support when it comes to abortion?

JEAN-PIERRE: He — again — he believes in the provisions that Roe had and that's where he
stands. I would suggest you reading it, so you get a sense what the President stands [sic] and
what he wants to see.



WEGMANN: Alright. Switching to a different topic then, why is it that the President was talking
about nuclear Armageddon behind closed doors to political donors two weeks ago rather than
speaking directly with the American people about that topic?

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, there was press. Your colleagues — there were few of your colleagues
that were in the room.

WEGMANN: Well, given the severity and the significance of that threat, isn't that something the
President should, perhaps, address —

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, we’ve talked about — we —

WEGMANN: — rather than just to donors? Should — should voters —

JEAN-PIERRE: — I mean, but there was — there was — again, there was press in the room. It’s
not like he was — he was not saying it in secret. He knew that the press was in the room at the
time when he was making the comments. Look, the President — we’ve talked about this. This is,
like, two weeks ago conversation. We — we have talked about this in — in detail about how
seriously we take Putin’s saber rattling, Putin’s comments about nuc — using nuclear weapons.
That is something that we take seriously. Do we see anything at this time that — that causes us to
move our strategic positioning? No, not at this time. But it matters that — that’s — that rhetoric
is being used. And so, the President has spoken to this. I have spoken to this. The National
Security Advisor has spoken to this. Again, it was not in secret. The reason why, you know, that
it happened is because there were reporters there. Go ahead. 

WEGMANN: Thank you, Karine.

NIELS LESNIEWSKI: Thank you, follow up on the first of the questions just now. Is there any
chance that OMB may put out the text of whatever this legislative proposal is before, say, a
Democratic majority on January 3 of next year that — that people can see exactly what the
legislative language is that is being proposed here because the bill that they voted on — on — on
Capitol Hill, a couple of times, the Women’s Health Protection Act was broader than — than
what I believe you’re talking about now?

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, as the President said that he would send this piece of legislation — right
— to Congress and he believes Roe and its specific provisions should Stand. That’s what this
piece of legislation that he would write, that he would send to Congress would look like and he’s
been very, very clear about this. He made that statement when — when the Dobbs decision was
decided in — in June. He is very, very clear that what — the Rose [sic] decision was rightly —
the — when Roe was first put in place that was the — in its — in its form, was rightly decided
and that’s what he wants to see and that’s what you’re going to see he [sic] push forward in — in
— in the next Congress.


